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Robot Programmer's BonanzaMcGraw-Hill, 2008
The first hands-on programming guide   for today's robot hobbyist
Get ready to reach into your programming toolbox and control a robot like never before! Robot Programmer's Bonanza is the one-stop guide for everyone from robot novices to advanced hobbyists who are ready to go beyond just building robots and start...
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E-Business, E-Government & Small and Medium Size Enterprises: Opportunities & ChallengesIdea Group Publishing, 2004
Much of the e-commerce and IT research in small and medium sized enterprises (SME) indicates that these smaller businesses are lagging behind in implementing technological advances. This raises concerns for these SME's success as the Information Age becomes ever more of a reality. e-Business, e-Government & Small and Medium-Size...
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Digital Games and LearningContinuum International, 2011

	Several years ago, I attended a conference in Shanghai that brought together

	leading American and Chinese thinkers about games and learning. The event’s

	organizers asked us to share what we saw as best practices from our respective

	countries. The Chinese game designers proudly displayed games that included

	historically...
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Social and Political Implications of Data Mining: Knowledge Management in E-GovernmentInformation Science Publishing, 2008

	In recent years, data mining has become a powerful tool in assisting society with its various layers and individual elements useful in obtaining intelligent information for making knowledgeable decisions. In the realm of knowledge discovery, data mining is becoming one of the most popular topics in information technology.
	
		Social...
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Get It, Set It, Move It, Prove It: 60 Ways To Get Real Results In Your OrganizationProductivity Press, 2004
If you seek to produce measurable results in your organization, this book is for you. It provides practical and useful methods that you can use immediately and points out habits you should avoid. Get It, Set It, Move It, Prove It is about getting real results and being able to prove them.

The distinct feature of this book is the...
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Handbook on Architectures of Information Systems (International Handbooks on Information Systems)Springer, 2005
This book is the first volume of a running series under the title International Handbooks on Information Systems. The series is edited by Peter Bernus, Jacek Blazewicz, Günter Schmidt and Mike Shaw. One objective is to give state of the art surveys on selected topics of information systems theory and applications. To this end, a distinguished...
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Windows Forensic Analysis DVD Toolkit, Second EditionSyngress Publishing, 2009
"If your job requires investigating compromised Windows hosts, you must read Windows Forensic Analysis."

-Richard Bejtlich, Coauthor of Real Digital Forensics and Amazon.com Top 500 Book Reviewer

"The Registry Analysis chapter alone is worth the price of the book."

-Troy Larson, Senior...
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Critical Information Infrastructures: Resilience and ProtectionSpringer, 2007
A very interesting and informative book that covers a wide but interlinked set of subjects. Indeed, attention has been paid to assisting the reader to understand complex and current issues, and it can be said that the work is extremely well researched, up-to-date and of interest to a wide audience including practising managers, government...
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Handbook of Ceramic CompositesSpringer, 2004
Ceramic matrix composites (CMCs) are at the forefront of advanced materials technology because of their light weight, high strength and toughness, high temperature capabilities, and graceful failure under loading. During the last 25 years, tremendous progress has been made in the development and advancement of CMCs under various research...
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Troubleshooting Campus Networks: Practical Analysis of Cisco and LAN ProtocolsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2002
Essential information on the successful troubleshooting of complex campus networks
   
   Just as a used car can seem to be in good condition to an inexperienced consumer, a network can also feign an appearance that all is running smoothly to the unskilled user. Upon closer examination, though, a true expert can discern when a network is...
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Methodologies and Software Engineering for Agent Systems: The Agent-Oriented Software Engineering HandbookSpringer, 2004
With increasing acceptance of agent-based computing, a great deal of new research related to the identification and definition of suitable models, and techniques to support the development of complex Multiagent Systems (MAS) has emerged. This research generally identified as Agent-Oriented Software Engineering (AOSE), continually proposes new...
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What We Could Have Done With the Money: 50 Ways to Spend the Trillion Dollars We've Spent on IraqHyperion, 2008
The war in Iraq is not only controversial, it's also astronomically expensive. Now Rob Simpson answers the question many concerned Americans have been asking: Wasn't there some other way the government could have spent one trillion of our tax dollars?
What We Could Have Done with the Money presents 50 thought-provoking spending...
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